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THEOLOGY AND SOCIAL ETHICS OF DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. 
Spring, 2021 

History & Theology (HT); Context & Culture (CC) 558; 
Doctor of Ministry (DMin) 658 

Dates/Times/Place: Online February 1 through May 7; Synchronous sessions on Fridays 2/12, 
2/26, 3/12, 3/26, 4/9, 4/23, and 5/7 from 11:00 pm – 2:00 pm CT  
Instructor: The Rev. Dr. Nathaniel A. Warne, PhD 
Contact Information: nwarne@bexleyseabury.edu 
Office Hours: I am available to talk by telephone or videoconference, please be in touch if you 
would like to schedule a time. 

COURSE GOALS AND OUTCOMES 
• Students who successfully complete this course will develop a better understanding of the

connection between Christian doctrine and ethics in the thought of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.

o You will know you have done this well when you can demonstrate a richer
understanding of how the intersection of historical experience, social identities (such
as race, class, gender, physical ability, sexual orientation), and related systems of
privilege, power, discrimination, and oppression shape, sustain, and transform the
social contexts in which mission is articulated and in which ministry takes
place [Curricular Outcomes: M.Div. 3.3]; This will be developed and shown
through group reflection on assigned reading;

o Also, you will know you have done well when you can demonstrate a
broadening knowledge of systematic and contemporary critical and constructive
theologies and of theological ethics along with theological and moral reflection and
critique [Curricular Outcomes: M.Div. 1.2, 1.3; D.Min. 3.1]. The above will be

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
In our recent politically and racially charged moment in history, many have used short statements 
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. for proof-texting already held racial and political presuppositions. 
Jacquelyn Dowd Hall has written, “endlessly reproduced and selectively quoted, [King’s] 
speeches retain their majesty yest lose their political bite.” Thus, King’s message, unpopular in 
his own time, has been tamed and sanitized by many in order to squelch his agressive and 
uncompromising demands for justice and equality. This course, by reading King himself, will 
disabuse students of familiar King tropes and give a sense of who this man was and his actual 
thought concerning Christian social ethics and social activism. The course will focus on topics of 
economics, ethics of non-violence, moral development, and race. Further, this course asks, how 
can we apply todays King’s own theology and ethic in our current political climate. 
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demonstrated through weekly assignments, short essays, and the final summative 
event. 

• Students who successfully complete this course will be able apply King’s own theology and 
ethics to our contemporary political climate, thus developing a critical awareness of their 
own social location, culture, preconceptions, and biases, and a sense of self that is informed 
by one’s own cultural narrative; 

o You will know you have done this well when you are able to articulate the 
connection between the readings, current events, and recent 
scholarship. [Curricular outcomes: M.Div. 4.2, 3.4; D.Min. 3.1, 3.2] This will be 
developed and shown in the weekly assignments and the final summative event.  

 

Learning Methodology: 

 
 
TEXTS FOR COURSE: 
Primary Source Reading: 
King, Martin Luther. A Testament of Hope: The Essential Writings and Speeches. Edited by James M. 

Washington. Reprint Edition. San Francisco: HarperOne, 2003. 
 
Secondary Sources: (Excerpts from the following will be provided on Canvas) 
Aquinas, Thomas, Summa Theologica 
Cone, James, Theology’s Great Sin 
Guth, Karen V., Reconstructing Nonviolence 
Jugrin, Daniel, Dionysian Negative Theology 
Thoreau, Henry David, On Civil Disobedience 
West, Cornell, We Need Martin More Than Ever 
 
Recommended/Suggested Reading: 
Jennings, Willie James. The Christian Imagination: Theology and the Origins of Race. New Haven: Yale 

University Press, 2010. 

In this course students will learn not only the content of the course, but also will develop their 
skills of  reading, writing, and thinking well, which will be of assistance as they go into their 
ministry contexts. Assignments and class participation are to develop these above skills in 
students. Developing skills in reading and writing will be assessed through gauging reading 
comprehension by means of weekly assignments and the production of a research paper or 
sermons. Weekly Assignments will be graded every week and given a grade of 10/10, 7/10, or 
0/10. Cultivating skills for developing thinking and reasoning will be assessed through seminar 
discussion participation and in written work. It will be important to create a culture of mutual 
respect and openness. The final summative event asks students to do the constructive moral 
task of bringing King’s thought to bear on contemporary issues and engage recent scholarship 
is political theology, social ethics, or biblical studies. By looking at King’s thought, students 
will be prepared to discuss issues of theologies of race, economics, and ethics which will be 
helpful in ecclesial and ministerial contexts. 
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King Jr., Martin Luther, The Autobiography of Martin Luther King Jr., ed. Claytone Carson, Werner 
Books, 2001. 

Long, D. Stephen. Divine Economy: Theology and the Market. New York: Routledge, 2000. 
Porter, Jean. Natural and Divine Law : Reclaiming the Tradition for Christian Ethics. Grand Rapids: 

Eerdmans, 1999. 
Tanner, Kathryn. Christianity and the New Spirit of Capitalism. New Haven: Yale University Press, 

2019. 
 Younge, Gary. The Speech: The Story Behind Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s Dream. Haymarket Books, 

2013. 
 
COURSE ASSIGNMENTS AND EXPECTATIONS: 
 
READING:  
Students will read and discuss King’s thought on a number of theolgocal, moral, political issues. 
Students will also participate in, and lead, discussions of primary source readings (the course will 
be run primarily as a seminar). Along with King, students will be expected to read secondary 
literature on assigned weeks.  
 
FINAL SUMMATIVE EVENT:  
Students will have two options for final, or summative event.  

1. Write a substantial (MDiv: 3000-4000 words/ DMin: 10,000 Words) paper incorporating 
King’s thought on a particular theological doctrine (Doctrine of God, Creation, 
Anthropology, Hope) into contemporary moral and political theology. This will require, at 
least, around 400 pages of additional reading, will require refining a topic in a supervision 
meeting with the instructor,* and submitting a final draft on time. 

2. Write three sermons (roughly 1000 words each) which are done in the style of King but 
drawing on the Lectionary (preferably Track 2, Year B). Students will be allowed to pick 
the weeks/scripture passages from which they would like to prepare their homily. 
Engagement with other commentaries and resources need to be shown in footnotes. This 
option is for MDiv students only.  

These will be the course artifact. 
 
*In preparation for the final summative event, please meet with the instructor to discuss possible 
research topics, or scripture passages prior to April 1. After you meet with me to discuss the topic 
or scriptures, I expect you to send me a 200 word abstract with the information regarding the 
assignment that you plan to write. After I have approved your proposal, you can begin writing 
your essay or sermons. Turn in the final paper to the instructor by email.  

ASSESSMENTS:  
To be turned in weekly: 

1. One page weekly assignment based on the King reading to be turned in every Friday by 
1pm Central time via Canvas. This short assignment is intended to teach students to ask 
questions of the text and apply themes within the reading to events in our own time. An 
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example of how the weekly assignment should look can be found as the last page of this 
syllabus. 

2. Along with the one page weekly assignment, students will also be asked to submit a one 
page outline of the weekly King reading. These will be due by 1pm Central time on Fridays 
via Canvas.  

 
These assignments (1 page weekly assignment and 1 page outline) are directly related to your 
attendance and reading grade. This will be explained in more detail on the first day of class. For 
an example of the required layout of the weekly assignment see last page of this syllabus. 
 
Three 500 word essays: 
There will be three 500 word essays due throughout the semester (please do not exceed this word 
limit). These essays are to reflect of the secondary lit reading for that week. A 500 word essay can 
also be done on Henry David Thoreau if extra credit is needed.  
 
Further information: 
Those taking the course for credit are required to complete the student course evaluation. Students 
will not be able to see their course grades in Populi unless they have completed their course 
evaluations. 
 
For those auditing, I expect that all reading will be completed before class discussions. Those 
auditing are highly recommended to still do weekly assignments. Final summative events will not 
be expected of auditors.  
 
Course Calendar and Assignment Schedule: 
Week 1: February, 5,  

Read: "We need Martin more than ever": Interview with Cornel West on Martin Luther 
King, Jr., August 2011  (Reading on Canvas) 

 
Week 2: February 12, Meeting in Group 11-2pm 
 Discussion Section 1: Intro to the Course 
 Reading, Cone, Theology’s Great Sin (Reading on Canvas) 
 Discussion Section 2: Testament of Hope, Read pages, pg. 3-25 
 Due: 1 Page Weekly Assignment; 1 page reading outline 
 
Week 3: February 19,  

Watch Video by Vincent Lloyd: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PI-cxvBxLos 
Jugrin, Dionysian Negative Theology (Reading on Canvas) 
Due: 500 word reflection on Lloyd talk and Jugrin reading. (Due on Canvas) 
Due: 1 Page Weekly Assignment; 1 page reading outline for Testament of Hope pages 
36-61; 634-656 

 
Week 4: February 26, Meeting in Group 11-2pm 
 Discussion Section 1: Testament of Hope, pg. 36-61; 634-656 
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 Discussion Section 2: Testament of Hope, pg. 62-111 
Due: 1 Page Weekly Assignment; 1 page reading outline for Testament of Hope pages 
62-111 

 
Week 5: March 5, 

Reading, Guth Reconstructing Nonviolence: The Political Theology of Martin Luther 
King Jr. after Feminism and Womanism (Reading on Canvas) 
Due: 500 word reflection on Guth. (Due on Canvas)  
Due: 1 Page Weekly Assignment; 1 page reading outline for Testament of Hope pages 
112-116 

 
Week 6: March 12, Meeting in Group 11-2pm 
 Discussion Section 1: Discussion: Testament of Hope, pg. 112-166 
 Discussion Section 2: Discussion: Testament of Hope, pg. 167-216 

Due: 1 Page Weekly Assignment; 1 page reading outline for Testament of Hope pages 
167-216 

 
Week 7: March 19, 

Reading: Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologia on Law (Questions 90-98) (Reading on 
Canvas) 
Due: 500 Reflection on Aquinas. (Due on Canvas) 
Due: 1 Page Weekly Assignment; 1 page reading outline for Testament of Hope pages 
217-267 

 
Week 8: March 26, Meeting in Group 11-2pm 
 Discussion Section 1: Testament of Hope, pg. 217-267 
 Discussion Section 2: Testament of Hope, pg. 268-312 

Due: 1 Page Weekly Assignment; 1 page reading outline for Testament of Hope pages 
268-312 

 
Week 9: April 2, Holy Week 
  
Week 10: April 9, Meeting in Group 11-2pm 
 Discussion Section 1: Testament of Hope, pg. 313-377 
 Discussion Section 2: Testament of Hope, pg. 378-414 

Due: 2 weekly assignments for Testament of Hope pages 313-377, and 378-414. One 
outline for both sets of readings. 

 
Week 11: April 16 
 Reading: Henry David Thoreau, On Civil Disobedience (Reading on Canvas) 

Due: 1 Page Weekly Assignment; 1 page reading outline for Testament of Hope pages 
417-458 
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Week 12: April 23, Meeting in Group 11-2pm 
 Discussion Section 1: Testament of Hope, pg. 417-458 
 Discussion Section 2: Testament of Hope, pg. 458-490; 518-554 

Due: 1 Page Weekly Assignment; 1 page reading outline for Testament of Hope pages 
518-554 

 
Week 13: April 30 
 Work on Paper/Sermons 

Due: 1 Page Weekly Assignment; 1 page reading outline for Testament of Hope pages 
555-597 

 
Week 14: May 7, Meeting in Group 11-2pm 
 Discussion Section 1: Testament of Hope, pg. 555-597 
 Discussion Section 2: Testament of Hope, pg. 597-633 

Due: 1 Page Weekly Assignment; 1 page reading outline for Testament of Hope pages 
597-633; Final Summative Event Due. 

 
 
COURSE GRADING & FEEDBACK: 

1) Weekly assignment and outlines: 20% (for directions see above) 

2) Three 500 Word reflection essays: 10% 

3) Final summative event (research paper or three sermons) due on May 7: 30% 

3) Attendance: 30% 

It is expected that students will be on time to each discussion section, be actively engaged 
in the conversation, and involved in what is going on.  

4) Discussion Section Leading:  10% 

Below is the criteria used to evaluate students’ work. Feedback on weekly assignments will be given 
on the Frieday immediately following our inperson meetings. DMin students will be  graded on a 
Pass/Fail basis. MDiv students will recieve letter grades. If you are taking this course as a MDiv 
student for Pass/Fail, the equivalent of a C is the minimum passing grade. 

	
Bexley Seabury requires a minimum grade of C to pass a course.u 

minimum 
Grade 

 
Points Description Grade Points Description Grade Points Description 

A (4.00) 
B (3.00) 
C (2.00) 
F/NC (0)      
 

96-100 
84-86 
70-74 
<70            

Superior/Mastery 
Good (high) 
Acceptable/Adequate 
Unacceptable                                     
(Fail/No Credit) 

A- (3.67) 
B- (2.67) 

90-95 
80-83 

Excellent 
Good (low) 

B+ (3.33) 
C+ (2.33) 

87-89 
75-79 

Very Good 
Acceptable (high) 
 

 
A grade of “P” in a Pass/Fail course is equivalent to a grade of C or above. 
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A Word about Assessment:  
Bexley Seabury Seminary regularly evaluates the quality of our programs using a variety of data, 
including documents that are deposited into student portfolios. These portfolios consist of 
designated student work (artifacts) from each course, along with the instructor’s graded artifact and 
a scored rubric that assesses the work in light of desired curricular outcomes. The designated 
assessment artifact for this course is the final summative event.  

We use your portfolio to assess student learning (in the aggregate) and the effectiveness of our 
curricula in reaching desired goals and objectives. This process does not involve any further 
evaluation of your work for grading purposes. No identifying information will be included in any 
evaluation or report provided to our accreditors or other outside parties. For further information, 
see the Student Handbook. You may also talk with your instructor, your advisor, the Assessment 
Coordinator (Lelia Fry, lfry@bexleyseabury.edu), or the Academic Dean, (Terry DeLisio, 
tdelisio@bexleyseabury.edu). 

 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
ALL STUDENTS IN BEXLEY SEABURY COURSES ARE EXPECTED TO BE FAMILIAR 
WITH THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION THAT IS PROVIDED ON CANVAS: 
 

• ACADEMIC POLICIES AND FORMS;  
• REQUESTS FOR WITHDRAWALS, EXTENSIONS, AND INCOMPLETES;  
• TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS AND ASSISTANCE, 
• WRITING GUIDELINES AND ASSISTANCE; 
• COURSE NETIQUETTE;  
• PROHIBITION OF PLAGIARISM 



Nathaniel!Warne!
Introduction!to!Christian!Theology!
7!June!2011!
!
!

1)!!Reading.!!!!
!

Yes,!I!read!Calvin!(Institutes!1.10+18).!
!
2)!!Discussion!question!#1.!!
!

“Just!as!waters!boil!up!from!a!vast,!full!spring,!so!does!an!immense!
crowd!of!gods!flow!forth!from!the!human!mind”!(1.5.12!(65)).!!If!that’s!
the!case,!then!it!sounds!like,!if!we!just!look!at!the!creation!and!try!to!
imagine!what!the!Creator!must!be!like,!then!we’re!going!to!fall!into!
idolatry.!!We’ll!look!at!the!stars,!use!our!imagination!about!the!Power!
who!created!them,!and!yet!another!god!will!suddenly!pop!out!of!our!
brain.!!But!doesn’t!Scripture!say!(Psalm!19)!that!we!can!know!a!lot!
about!God!just!by!looking!at!what!he’s!made?!!!

!
3)!!Discussion!question!#2.!!

!
In!1.11,!Calvin!clearly!rejects!any!religious!use!of!images!of!God.!!(I!
assume!this!includes!images!of!Jesus?)!!But!what!about,!for!example,!
images!of!Jesus!for!non+religious!uses,!like!teaching—Story!Bible!stuff.!!
And!what!criteria!might!mark!the!difference!between!religious!and!
non+religious!uses!of!art!anyway?!!!

!
4)!!Application!question.!!
!

You!know!that!hymn,!“How!Great!Thou!Art”?!!One!of!the!verses!goes!
like!this:!
!

When!through!the!woods!and!forest!glades!I!wander!
And!hear!the!birds!sing!sweetly!in!the!trees;!
When!I!look!down!from!lofty!mountain!grandeur!
And!hear!the!brook!and!feel!the!gentle!breeze:!

!
Then!the!chorus:!!
!

Then!sings!my!soul,!my!Savior!God,!to!Thee;!/!How!great!Thou!art…!
!
My question is this: If it’s true that natural theology will only produce 
idols (see the discussion question above), then what do we do with all this 
“nature piety” in our worship services?  Would Calvin ever sing “How 
Great Thou Art”?!

Good*Idea*#2:!
Quote!

important!text.!

Good*Idea*#3:!
Cite!Book,*Chapter.*

Section!(page!number).!

Good*Idea*#1:!
Don’t!forget!Part!1.!

Good*Idea*#4:!
Include!relevant!
information!that!
the!class!will!

need!in!order!to!
discuss!your!
question.!

Good*Idea*#5:!
One!page.!


